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LinkedIn Learning is an online learning resource for business, software, technology and creative skills to achieve personal and professional goals. Through Brown's subscription, students, staff, and Brown-Paid faculty have unlimited access to all video courses.

Access LinkedIn Learning on the Web

1. Visit brown.edu/linkedinlearning and log in with your Brown username and password
2. On your first login, you will be prompted to pair with your LinkedIn account. This is an OPTIONAL step. The benefit is being able to see personalized content based on your career and experience. Don't worry, private data from your LinkedIn profile isn't shared with Brown.

Access LinkedIn Learning using a Mobile App

Mobile apps additionally allow you to download course content for offline viewing; progress syncs the next time you connect to internet or data.

1. Install the LinkedIn Learning app for your device.
2. If you paired your LinkedIn account, choose Sign In with LinkedIn
   If you did not pair your LinkedIn account, choose Sign in with your organization portal and enter brown.edu as your organization. You will be prompted to sign in with your Brown username and password.

Get Help

Though Brown's IT Service Center is always happy to help, you can get help with Lynda directly from the vendor. On the bottom of any page, click Support > Contact Us and fill out the form. This contact method also allows you to suggest courses.